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well. this is my first story
so i hope you like it
be ready for.
LIES
well. the ranting is not exactly the correct one, but in the others chapter you will see that is the right
ranting..
see ya ¡
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1 - CHAPTER I : Jump City Revisited

CHAPTER I
                          
                    Cooling breeze from a summer day
                    Hearing echoes from your heart
                    Learning how to recompose the words
                    Let time just fly

It was the coldest night in jump city, there was no joy in make a robbery or a hijack or something like
that, the day for the villians was really an awful one, and for the heroes too. The titans were tired of this
days, this rain and this weather have started like three months ago but in some way the city was still
active. That same day a misterious person arrives in jump city, he dress a black tuxedo, very formal, his
heardo was simply and it was reafirmed with gel, the rain fell above him, but that doesn’t make trouble
to him.
- so this is the place-
he said to himself, indeed he was loking for someone, he carries a cell phone, he put a number and wait.
- i’m here...............yes, i know where she is.......if i know how she looks ??..no, i don’t but that’s not a
problem.................yes, you have right sir...............no sir, there nobody knew my identity...........no sir,
nobody will know it here..........ok sir, have a nice day...............cause here is like hell...good bye. -
the misterious person started to walk to the streets, and then he look with his uncommon eyes....
the T tower.
 
                                         *                                  *                                   *
Rae still remember the last mission that the titans made as a team, now they aren’t a team, just a group
of young superheroes who works together, the friendship they have it was dying, since the last fight
against Slade, actually the final one, the team started to split up, will happend a miracle to assemble
they again, but no, now nobody believes in miracles, even the titans lost their faith.
All have change, robin died and become nightwing, he had long hair, and his costume, totally black with
a simbol like two wings of blue, a very strong guy, but really stubborn and insistent, and now he makes
ALL the necesary to stop the bad guys......he almost becomes one of them..
Cyborg stops to say bulla ¡, he was old and was more worried about his actualizations and new
programms for his system, he’s not playing games anymore, instead of that he had a terrible fights with
BB, about stupids things, it looks like that does’nt have change. Now he is a very annoyed man, he
doesn’t laugh anymore...that was from the past.
BB becomes  rebel, or something like that, he started to smoke and started to eat meat, when the others
asked him why he do that he just said.
- this animals are already dead, who will care about it?-
his hair is longer but not like nightwing, he is a party man or some like that, he spend the major part of
his time in partys.
Starfire was the one who really have a change, she started to drink, but never become an alcoholic, she
realize that the people hates who are not like they, so she started to do the same, she become a little
racist, she hates nightwing but he doesn’t know that, this hate is the result of their relationship, the have
one and was a beautiful one for a while, the since that final fight with slade, everything chage between



they, like to all.
Terra was with the team now, but even that great return in another time would be strong enough to
makes the things better, terra became an addicted, sometimes when nobody see her, she aspire
cocaine and other drugs, however she will still been  necessary in battle and his abilities with the time
become better,she makes a hearcut.
Finally Raven doesn’t have much changes, long hair, very attractive now, she started to go out to
parties and somethigs like that, she smoke but nothing else, and sometimes smoke with BB in the roof
of the tower.
The complete team were changed, the costume too, the acttitudes, the way of thinking, everything.
But why a simple fight would change that?? That doesn’t matter now. They’ll have to fight another
one..to understand that.
Jump city was changed too, the people there were lost their faith and hope in the heroes, it was a thing
of every day, tha same villains and the same heroes, sometimes appears new villains and heroes, but
as fast they come, they disappear. Some villains even changed his band and become new heroes. It
was a incredible situation, but this misterious guy who arrive in this darkened city will change everything.
But......
In another part another person arrives.....
- Sir, we are here....
- Ok, so here is where he arrived?
- yes sir
- good, now we must wait, the right momment will come alone...
 



2 - CHAPTER II : a love moment and somebody on the docks

CHAPTER II
So the judgement's been made¡
We're condemned though the trial's far ahead¡
The crack of doom, Father¡
Your handsome son is heading home¡.

BB was smoking in the roof, the rain doesn’t bother him, he was quiet and in a relative peace until
Raven came there.
- what’s up green boy ?
- ah...is you...could you stop say me green boy?
- why? You’re green...
- ja...very funny, you come to smoke too?
- na..just to see the rain...i like it..
- yeah..sure, but you’re better in the bed with me...am i wrong??
- that moments are from long ago...forget that...
Rae go downstairs to see the other guys,but when she was there she realize that everyone, except she
And BB, were out, then she go to her room.
However the T tower soon will have a guest, a very dangerous guest.
BB go down too, his steps marks a route to Rae’s room, the transform into a fly and go inside the room,
in spite of all the changes and the things that happened before, BB’s feelings were the same feelings
since they felt in love, he doesn’t  tell that afraid of the reaction of Rae, since that last fight with Slade
the way that Rae see her friends had changed....
BB heard the sounds of the shower, she was there, he imaginate her there, her beautiful and sensual
body, her curves, her wet skin, big shiny eyes, delicious lips...but was a thing he didn’t expected.
The psychic powers of Rae become very sensitives with the time, and she felt BB came to her room,
long time before, then BB feel this black energy in his body, the energy forced him to become human,
then the energy carried him to the bath.
- what are you doing here ¡¡¡ who do you think you are you damn pervert ¡¡
Rae was cover by a cape of foams, indeed she looks very beautiful, but she was very anger, she
doesn’t understand that attitude.
- well...eh...i came to see if you are Ok...
- aaaa...so cute...don’t lie me. I can feel your presence when you came in my room...
Rae started to feel a strange warm in her chest, it had no explication, and this warm increases everytime
she look BB, he felt the same, suddenly their lips started to getting closer. Until the moment happend.
- did we kiss???
Asked a very blushed Raven, BB was in the same condition, but he incorporate and answer.
- yes..we did..so..i though you were anger..
- yes i’m ¡¡...but.....aaaa..forget about it ¡¡
BB turns back and walked away, that was until Rae use his powers to tear his clothes, so in this way
both were naked.
- ok green boy, maybe i’m anger but that doesn’s mean i can get a little of pleasure.
- eh...Rae...maybe other day...i’m not feeling good naked here in your romm.



- oh...the little BB has shame...pity..
- oh shut up...i’ll show you ¡¡
BB take Rae’s arm and push her to the bed, then he go to the bed, once there they started to kiss
between and touch their bodies, feeling that damn warm that was killikg them.
They’re happy, enjoying themself, he kiss all her body, taste every part of her, touching her, the he go
to her crotch and started to lick and kiss down there, Rae becomes crazy, she was in a bath of pleasure,
she shout and exclaim a lot of things.
- ohh..c’mon..oh god this is so...AAHHH ¡¡
BB was happy cause she was happy, then she moved him a say.
- ok green boy...my turn now.
She suddenly go down there, then she took his part, and started to kiss it, BB was to explote, he was
impressed, the way that she kiss and lick his part.
- my lord....Rae..oh my god... oohh..
- you like it? jeje
- oh..yes ¡¡¡
then she sucked it for a while, that was really exciting, then she say.
- ok BB, come here and let’s frack ¡
BB never has seen this face of Raven, in fact, since their first, he never saw her so sensual and hot,
they continue, maybe for Rae is just a good time to frack, but for BB was a kind of recall to their lost
relation he wants again. While they’re making it BB talks to Rae.
- Rae, i have to tell you something....
- now..oh....can you wait..ohh..a moment??
- oh...forget about it...
Rae doesn’t understand his attitude again...but soon he left that mood and get back in the action.
In the deepest Rae feel some love too, but not in the same sense than BB, finally they were ended.
- Rae...oh ¡¡..i’m going to cum ¡¡...
- me too ¡¡ aahh..
.....they ended happy and more relaxed, soon they get sleep, together ....
but very near from there, the misterious tuxedo man, was watching which boat was better to get there,
he was not so far, in the docks....
the man was thinking about how he will be able to identify the objetive, but soon he realize that it won’t
be necessary do it, they’ll find him.
He turns back and walk to the core of the city, it was time for destruction, death, sick and famine. The
plan was ready, and the titans will fall in his trap.
....... like all have fallen before .......
But he doesn’t know that somebody was watching him, the other misterious person have a strange aura
that surrounds him, he think to himself.
- well, it looks like you’re going to given my moment, we have to prepare ourself.
Then he jump from his hiding place, to the roof of a warehouse, then he scream very loud.
- prepare for the battle ¡¡ he will act ¡¡ we can't let him complete his objective ¡¡we must do it first ¡¡¡
the others titans heard that “battlecry”, they feared the worst....



3 - CHAPTER III: introduction

CHAPTER III

Fire falling from the sky.
Rage of god is coming down.
Armaggeddon's drawing nigh.
Sinner cry ! Heathen die !
Hear the toll of pain, gloria, gloria.
Now the time has come, the ends begun.
And the only one will come.

The other titans were fighting plasmus, it was the twice he attack in one week ¡, his was more angry than
the ussual, like something was wrong. The titans decided to put an end to the fight, they ran to him,
plasmus stretch his arm and hit on Star, she fell, Cy go to help her but to Nightwing that wasn’t too
important in the moment, he just want to give a lesson to plasmus, when he was near enough him, he
jump and attack with his staff, plasmus feel that, it hurts and a lot, but for that mud monster that wasn’t
dangerous, actually he was running away of the tuxedo man, plasmus feel again that horrible energy he
liberate, suddenly plasmus started to run then he dissolved himself and felt to a sewer conduct.
While Cy was helping Star, Nightwing was wandering why plasmus decided to run out of a battle..
He will receive his answer in a few moments.
While in the tower, Rae and BB were talking.
- hey BB, you want to say me something..??
- no, no forget about it..Rae..
- by the way...after felt you and ..well you know everthing that happend after...i felt another presence, a
bigger one, and it wasn’t a good presence, i’m a little scare...
- why are you saying that ¿¡¡. Your are a very powerful witch, you even were able to defeat Trigon
remember¡
- yes....but...
- don’t worry...i’ll protect you ¡
- i don’t need that. ¡
- but maybe it will make you feel better.... ¡
- oh...thanks...hey..you are blush ?¡
- e..ehh...no...
- jajaja..liar you are red ¡¡ why..¡?
- oh ¡ shut up...is nothing...
- wait.....you still like me???
After that question BB stand up and run into his room, it looks like the question wasn’t the best to do,
Raven started to get worried, first for that presence and second...for BB.
Later she stand up and started to dress, his blackjeens, actually made of leather, her undershirt(or
something like that) and then her jacket. A really sexy Raven was ready to kick some butts, BB was
dressed too, he was ready to go with her.
Terra was in the top of that great office building, ready to make an ambush to plasmus with a lot of great
rocks, she was waiting the signal but this never came, afraid of something she go down, when she arrive



with the other titans, was that moment when the other misterious guy screamed, in that moment the
titans fear the worst, not for the scream, actually the were more afraid for that horrible presence they
started to feel, the realiza that plasmus was running away from that....whatever it be they’ll be ready to
face it...or not?
After Rae going out, BB shout.
- hey Rae wait me ¡¡
- ok, hurry up...i feel the presence with the guys.
- what ¡¡...so fast, and how is this presence??
- well si a....
- is a very cold and evil green presence ??
- yes ¡¡ how do you know it ¡¡??
- well...that presence it can feel in all the air nad a strange green aura is over there.
Indeed the green aura was a huge one, it was moving slowly but it was radiating a extremely dangerous
energy.
- BB, c’mon we must hurry
- fine ¡
BB transform himself into a hawn, then started to fly.
- Who are you ¡¡
Say nightwing, rarely somebody saw him nervous but this time was a really exceptional moment to see
him in that state.
- my name is not important....do you know a girl called Raven???
- why do you want to know that ??¡
- I make a question...could you be a educated young and answer it?
- you don’t answer my first question...
- oh..well...my name is Ultimo..now you will answer my question...?
- why should I do that ??
- Nightwing...is better if you stop trouble the sir...
Say Starfire, Cy was agree with this idea but Terra wants trouble the sir too.
- yes, who you think you are??
- well....it looks like you will not answer my question....but i will answer yours.
Then this guy, Ultimo, started to charge energy and his aura started to grow up, Nightwing was the first
to feel this, it was a powerful wave which push away Nightwing, then Cy, Starfire and Terra felt the
wave, automatically they feel ill, they started to cough and to sneeze, it was like a toxic air, Ultimo
started to walk and pass beside the titans, they were in that condittion for a long moment.....
Raven and BB came there , but it was too late, the other guys were anger, and a little congestioned with
their breathing...
- why did you take so long ¡¡¡
asked a very angry Nightwing.
- well....BB and I...
- forget about it, a guy was looking for you...
- you knew him?...
- i’m telling you a guy...maybe because i didn’t knew him ¡¡
- ok..take it easy...and what about his name...
- Ultimo.....that was...
- ¡¡ ULTIMO ¡¡
suddenly Raven fly up and disappear in the sky, when she heard that name, she felt a bad sensation.
- is better if I go with mom....she must know why I’m feeling this..-



4 - CHAPTER IV: The servant of the evil.

CHAPTER IV Who knows the number of the beast.Will know that is man’s number.And his number is
666.  Her bad feeling was in increase,he doesn’t know what means that name, but when she heard it
that feeling started. She was arrived to Azarath, Arela was waiting her.- dear daugther, why you came
here?’- mom ¡¡- she shout – i have a rare feeling...do you know the name ULTIMO¿¿- my lord¡- said
Arela to herself.- What’s meaning mom ¡¡ you know ¡- well...Raven...Ultimo is a kind of magic..well is
called magic ULTIMA. - magic ultima??- yeah. The parsons of azarath refer to this magic as one of the
most powerful of all.- and do you know people who knows how manipulated??- only the parsons of
Azazoth.- Azazoth?- yes my darling, Azazoth, the supreme lord of evil.- but i though Trigon was the
supreme evil....- Well...not exactly, you see, trigon is one of the representations of evil, but in the middle
of the universe there is a throne, and there is Azazoth, he is the representation of the radioactivity.-
that’s..why ..- that’s what raven??- mom...is possible ..that...a priest of that thing..were searching
me??- so...that’s the reason you came here....well...it better to return and help your firends..and see a
way to return him to his king..- is possible..?- yes...but is very difficult...they are powerful persons..-
some tip??- well....they hate the warm...and the hot weathers..- aaa..that’s the reason of why he came
when was raining..thanks mom...¡- take care my darling..i love you.- me too mom...thanks ¡Raven return
to jump city, and then to the tower.- what’s happend Rae ¿¡ why you flew and dissapear?¡say Cy.-
where you have been???Ask BB.- well...i was with my mom..I need to know something..- hey Rae – say
Nightwing – another things happend, before this Ultimo came with us..- what thing..?- we heared a
scream...a warcry or something like that.- and...what’s said..?- well..it looks like the guy who scream is
looking for you too..- great.......                      *                             *                          *Prepare everything ¡¡¡
- said the soldier – the master will arrive in a moment, hurry, hurry ¡¡- actually, I allready arrive.....-
master. ¡¡....when..how?¡- do you heard the message..?- the screaming....yeah..but..- then we are
ready...prepare for battle...the priest of azazoth came for the girl..my lord wants that girl too.- ok
master...Ultimo doesn’t have to know we’re here, he is capable of everything, indeed, he is almost
invencible.- so...if he find us master....- don’t worry...fire is our only defense....- why that?- cause he
hates the heat, warm or whatever relationed with the word hot.- and....why he hates that..??- like his
god..he uses radioactivity..so his corporal temperature is extremely high.- oh..i see.....and if we burn
him??- useless...maybe he hates the heat...but in simply words, he is always in flames.. The misterious
person was really care about the next movement of Ultimo, he was a witness of the battle between he
and the tintans...He know something about the priest of Azazoth, that he won’t stopped ‘til he find his
objective.                                      *                       *                         *Raven returns to the tower, she was
tired and sweated and thinking how she will be able to make dissapear that guy and now worried about
another bastard who wants find her.- i’m really tired...a shower will be great...well...another one..The
water cross all her beautiful body, it was a relaxing moment, a really good one.After that she walk to her
bed, fell and started to sleep. 
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